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• A before and an after asbestos crisis
• From occupational risks management to occupational health policy
• Scientific expertise at the heart of those contemporary transformations
• Creation of scientific (health protection) agencies
• Increasing reliance on academic knowledge and scientific expertise
• In the wake of public health, with epidemiology as a core science
• Yet strong remaining logic of social negociation, enabling economic activities
• Public intervention swaying between 2 rationales
• Scientific expertise sometimes a trap/pitfall for social movements?

Analyse effects of scientific instruments on risk regulation/management
Contrast practices and points of view of Workers/TUs/NGOs + Academics (social 

sciences, epidemiology…) + State scientists
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Rationale for an interdisciplinary research seminar



Lessons from an interdisciplinary research seminar
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• 11 avril 2014 : Les valeurs limites d’exposition professionnelle (VLEP) : valeurs scientifiques ou 
compromis social ?

• 13 juin 2014 : Peut-on quantifier le nombre de cancers liés au travail sans broyer la réalité ?

• 10 octobre 2014 : Du signalement de pathologies en entreprise à leur prévention. Quelles données 
pour quelle action ?

• 12 décembre 2014 : Des formes concurrentes ou complémentaires de l’expertise ? Mobilisations et 
production de connaissances pour l’intervention.

• 13 février 2015 : Hiérarchiser les dangers. Conflits de normes dans le classement et la régulation des 
substances dangereuses.

• 10 avril 2015 : Le rôle de l’expertise dans l’émergence et la définition des problèmes de santé au 
travail: les « risques psycho-sociaux ».

• 12 juin 2015 : Les troubles musculo-squelettiques. Révélateurs des transformations contemporaines 
du travail.

Research blog: https://altexpert.hypotheses.org/programme



• The problem with scientific expertise
Producing socially patterned knowledge and ignorance

• Workers’ participation as interdisciplinarity
Advancing the frontiers of knowledge through social mobilisation

• Towards epistemic justice
From individual activism to a shift in research paradigm?
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Key points

(Counil & Henry, 2016, 2018, 2019) 6



The problem with academic science
Producing socially patterned knowledge and ignorance
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• Sociology of public policy  (in)action of governing bodies 
→ public health policies are increasingly based on regulatory instruments e.g. indicators and 

science-based tools
→ help identify priorities or highlight particular problems to be solved
→ yet no scientific instrument is neutral regarding its effects
→ Lascoumes, Le Galès, 2007; Davis et al., 2012; Boudia, Jas, 2013; Henry, 2017

Different outcomes based on the tool used to quantify or regulate a health issue
Unequal access to relevant scientific evidence between employers and workers
Often, relevant scientific evidence missing

The ambiguous role of science in prevention and regulation
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• Science studies production of ignorance, undone science
• Active strategies by industrial actors:

→ to limit scientific knowledge regarding certain toxic products (tobacco, lead, asbestos, etc.)
→ to spread doubt or create artificial controversies surrounding their impact on health
→ due to vested interests
→ Markowitz, Rosner, 2002; Michaels 2008 ; McCulloch, Tweedale, 2008; Proctor, 2011

• Structural features of science and/or funding/incentive system:
→ routines in organizations pursuing research activities
→ biases produced by boundaries between disciplines
→ may lead to non-decision or abstention
→ Frickel, Moore, 2006

 Impossible to confirm toxicity of a product according to current scientific norms

The ambiguous role of science in prevention and regulation
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• Core discipline of public health
• At the border between academic and field work
• Long delays in knowledge production for delayed effects (ex. Iarc):

→Formaldehyde: group 2B in 1982  group 1 in 2004 (22 years)
→PCBs: group 2B in 1979  group 1 in 2015 (36 years)

• Paradigm of scientific doubt/uncertainty
• Targeting neutrality, denying social conflict
• Low accessibility of knowledge:

→Highly technical content
→Published in English (pay-per-view) journals

The particular role/place of epidemiologic knowledge
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Example 1: A cluster investigation at a chemical plant
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Commentry, Allier, France

• 10 kidney cancer reported among male workers
(1994-2002)

• Prime suspect: intermediate chemical
(chloracetal C5) within a process of vitamin A 
production introduced in 1981

• Strong social mobilization within and beyond
the company starting in the 1990s



• Long and numerous epidemiologic investigations by 
Invs (2003-2010)

• Several relative risk measures suggesting statistical
association (SIR, RR, OR)

• Yet screening program attenuating the associations 
towards the null

• And impossible to reproduce results (unique site)
+ Toxicity and exposure studies (unpublished)
+ ANSES disqualifying itself (about carcinogenicity)

 Inconclusive results, workers as guinea pigs
No regulation, no substitution
Collective preventive measures & legal compensation

Example 1: A cluster investigation at a chemical plant
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Example 2: Burden of disease approach

13https://www.e-cancer.fr/Professionnels-de-sante/Facteurs-de-risque-et-de-protection/Activite-physique/Activite-physique-et-prevention-primaire



14https://www.e-cancer.fr/Professionnels-de-sante/Facteurs-de-risque-et-de-protection/Activite-physique/Activite-physique-et-prevention-primaire

ETUI study, 2017
EU28, 25 carcinogens, incidence in 2015

PAF: 6 to 12%
e.g. 125 000 to 275 000 diseased people

Cost: 250 to 610 billion euros
(1,7 to 4,1% of EU28 GDP in 2015)

Example 2: Burden of disease approach



Occupational burden of cancer
Pop° attributable fractions (PAF)

• High-income countries: 4-5% of cancer 
(from less than 2% to more than 8% depending on 
context) 

• Known concentration of exposures in 
some industry sectors and 
occupational groups

• Example: SUMER surveys in France
• BUT dimension not taken into account

in attributable fraction estimates
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Proportion of workers exposed to at least one 
chemical carcinogen (last week)

(Source: enquêtes SUMER, adapté de Memmi et al. 2019)
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• PAFs materialize the contribution of occupational exposures to cancer incidene
• With limitations inherent to the tool itself and to the paucity of relevant input data
• Moreover, they tend to insist on their relative numerical inferiority as compared to 

behavioral risk factors
• While concealing their concentration among social and geographic groups
• Potential gender bias (ETUI 2018 conference Women, work and cancer)!

Example 2: Burden of disease approach
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Population attributable fractions as a tool that reveals and hides
 Such measures should be framed so as to document social inequalities / 

occupational inequities (e.g. answering the specific question: who bears the risk
in society?)

All the more so as they are used to inform prevention
And potentially to revise occupational disease compensation systems



Workers’ participation as interdisciplinarity
Advancing the frontiers of knowledge through social mobilisation



• To overcome invisibility of work-related diseases, inequalities in 
knowledge production and in access to scientific results

• By promoting methodological diversity
• By involving social sciences beside biomedical sciences
• By considering « workers as teachers », beyond participation and 

testimony
→« Service aux collectivités » research department, UQAM, Québec, since 1979
→« New solutions » journal, Oil, chemical and atomic workers international union 

(Ocaw) and Lowell University (Massachussetts, USA), since 1990

• Too often an individual effort from a small team of activist researchers

Cross-breeding knowledges
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Towards epistemic justice
From individual activism to a shift in research paradigm?



Centrality of causal thinking in epidemiology
Pragmatic tradition

Descendants of J. Locke and J. Stuart Mill
Causation can be verified through the careful
implementation of the scientific method and 
the power of experimentation:
• The science of epidemiology and the practice 

of public health clearly fall into this pragmatic
tradition

• This is because the determination that an 
association is causal can have profound public 
health consequences, signaling the possibility
to take action to reduce morbidities or 
mortality

Skeptical tradition

David Hume’s legacy
No number of repetitions of a particular
sequence of events can establish a causal
connection, as the possibility of coincidental
occurrence cannot be ruled out:
• Proof is impossible in empiric science, such as 

epidemiology
• All the fruits of the scientific work are at best 

only tentative descriptions of « nature »
• « The tentativeness of our knowledge does not 

prevent practical applications, […] but it should
keep us skeptical and critical » (Rothman, 1998)
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 Impact on the promotion/application of the precautionary principle



Parallel with common statistical errors
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Risk of false positive 
(α)

20%

5%Risk of false negative
(β)

Type I error
Concern in skeptical

approach

Type II error
Concern in pragmatic

approach

By construction of epidemiologic knowledge, we usually take more
precaution against false-positive results than against false-negative results.

 Social justice & social liability issues

Additional question:
Who would benefit from/be

affected by the different
types of scientific

uncertainty?



A recurrent debate…
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Shifting from a 
public health model 

directed to 
maximising

« population health
benefits »

to a
health equity and 

rights-based
approach?



THANK YOU


